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The Connected Vehicle Space is Large and 

Growing

• Safety 
– Vehicle-vehicle communications 

– Vehicle-infrastructure communications 

• Traveler Information 

• Network Surveillance 

• Security 
– Automatic Crash Notification 

– Stolen Vehicle Recovery 

• Eco-Driving 

• Energy Management (Electric and Hybrid Vehicles) 

• Insurance  -- Pay As You Drive 

• Vehicle Diagnostics 

• Infotainment 

 

 



Connectivity in Vehicle Safety 

• On-Board Sensors Dominate 

• NHTSA’s oft-quoted number 

– “80% of all crashes are potentially addressed by V2X” 
• About 4M out of 5M crashes 

• On-board sensors are rapidly proliferating 
• Addressing about 4M out of 5M 

• Leaving about 1M crashes for V2X 

• Cost 

– Radio’s have a cost advantage currently (~$50) 

– Sensor prices dropping steadily as volumes grow 
(~$250 for radar-camera combination) 
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What’s Available on a $30,000 Car? 

• Adaptive cruise control 

• Forward Collision Mitigation w/Brake Support 

• Blind spot information system 

• Lane keeping aid 

• Driver alert 

• Cross Traffic Alert  
 

 

2013 Ford Focus 



V2X for Safety:  A Vital Role 

• V2X “sees” where sensors are blind 

– around blind curve 

– several vehicles ahead (EEBL) 

– Do Not Pass warning 

– Intersection Movement Assist  

– Left Turn Assist 

• Intersections 

– fewer crashes but more severe  

 



Connectivity:  Mobility and Environment 

• V2X Connectivity Enables Key Functions  

– V2V:  Cooperative Adaptive Cruise Control 

• Reduced headways, greater per-lane capacity 

– I2V:  Dynamic Speed Management 

• Active management of vehicle speeds from Traffic 

Management Center to smooth traffic flow 

• Voluntary basis 

• Apps included in FHWA mobility program 



Major Projects and Players (1 of 2) 

• Europe 
– Projects: 

• SIM-TD 

• DRIVE C2X 

• evaluating DSRC for safety and other applications 

– Car-2-Car Communications Consortium 
• EU OEMs and suppliers 

• privately funded 

• Japan 
– Smartway deployment 

• over 1000 “ITS Spots” operating at 5.8 GHz 

– 700 MHz system may replace current 5.8 GHz DSRC 
approach 



Major Projects and Players (2 of 2) 

• USA 

– USDOT Connected Vehicle Program 

• NHTSA:  Safety Pilot Model Deployment 

– evaluating DSRC for safety applications 

• FHWA:  I2V for safety and mobility 

– CAMP OEM Consortium 

• 80% publicly funded 

 



OEMs:  Current and Future Connectivity  

• Telematics using Cellular Comms 
– integrated / phone tethering 

– infotainment, navigation, e-Call, etc etc 

• Under discussion 
– signal phase and timing “in the cloud” 

• would support eco-driving  

• DSRC for safety and other applications 
– USA:  

• hinges on NHTSA decision 

• 2013 start means equipment required ~2018 

– EU:   
• C2C-CC seeking synchronized deployment with road operators in 

~2015 

• holds position that regulation should be avoided 

 



Special Cases for Early Deployment? 

• Taxi Fleets 

• Truck Fleets 

– Cooperative ACC for reduction of fuel use 

– fleets with concentrated operations in specific 

corridors 

– using cellular wireless to “find” each other and 

couple up via DSRC 

– independent of regulation 
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Saving the World Two Trucks at a Time 
 

MISSION  To significantly increase safety while reducing the cost of every mile traveled  

 
THE AEROLINK SYSTEM 
Peloton’s  AeroLink system enables vehicles to electronically link, forming close-following drafting pairs on 
approved stretches of highway.  The technology uses DSRC (802.11p) vehicle-to-vehicle wireless 
communications combined with production automotive radar systems to allow two trucks to safely follow each 
other at a distance of 20ft, while the driver retains steering control.  Radar and the wireless link provide an 
unprecedented level of safety including forward collision mitigation to actively prevent the most common types 
of truck accidents.  AeroLink significantly reduces fuel use for both 
the trailing and leading trucks -- a road-verified 13% and 11% 
respectively.  Wide-area network communications allow vehicles to 
identify and coordinate linking opportunities with other vehicles, 
both within a fleet or ad-hoc.  

 

LARGE ADDRESSABLE MARKET 
Peloton’s   initial   target  market   is  US   long-haul trucking. Long-haul 
trucks use more than $60B of diesel per year, with fuel representing 
41% of fleet operating expenses.  AeroLink will provide the means for 
US fleets to save $5B annually, resulting in a revenue opportunity to 
Peloton of more than $2B for the first product, and tens of billions 
for follow-on products. 
 

HIGH MARGIN, RECURRING REVENUE BUSINESS MODEL 
Peloton charges a per-mile fee when the truck is linked and saving fuel and a one-time fee for the system 
hardware.  Once equipped with AeroLink, a typical long-haul truck will save $7,800 in fuel/yr/truck (total fuel 
expense ~$100K/yr). The  $0.025 per-mile fee amounts to 1/3 of the total savings as Peloton revenue.  With a 
reasonable gross margin on the system hardware, Peloton is able to offer a 6-month ROI to their customers. The 
incremental cost per linked mile is extremely low, resulting in 
exceptional margins. 

 

SEASONED TEAM 
Dr. Josh Switkes, CEO:  VW/Audi, Tula, Stanford University 
Dave Lyons, VP Engineering: Dir. Eng Tesla, VP Glacier Bay, IDEO 
Prof. Chris Gerdes, Chief Scientist:  Dir. CARS (Stanford), Freightliner  
Steve Boyd, VP External Affairs: White House, PBS News Hour 

 

Peloton is raising seed funds to build a prototype demonstration system  
to secure pilot trials with trucking fleets 

Total  Class  8 Heavy Trucks  2,200,000

Long Haul Heavy Trucks 637,000

Miles  tota l  driven per truck 135,000

% fuel  used at hwy speeds  82%

% fuel  used away from cities 95%

= Linked Miles Per Truck 105,000 

Fuel  Savings  when Linked 12%

Total  Fuel  Savings  4,952M  

= Service Revenue Total 1,650M  

System Unit Sa les/year 159,000

System Sales  Revenue/unit 3,000

= System Revenue 478M  

Total Available Market 2,149M  
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Unknowns 

• NHTSA Regulatory Path 

• Viability of Aftermarket DSRC Devices 
– vendor willingness to sell 

– customer willingness to buy 

– traditional retail outlets or new models? 

• Europe 
– Aggressiveness of EU carmaker deployments 

– Degree of road operator deployments 

• State DOT investments in V2I 
– FHWA funding 

– State-level priorities / capabilities 

– Pace? 



Bishop Consulting 

BRINGING IT ALL TOGETHER 



Mapping to Transportation Objectives 



Crystal Ball 

• 2020 
– Basic crash avoidance on almost all new cars 

– V2X  mandated on all new cars (USA) 
• Starting 2018? 

– V2I public sector deployment: modest 
• Will the V2V schedule create urgency for public sector? 

– Aftermarket Safety Devices available; modest uptake 

– C-ACC on some heavy trucks 

– Low Speed Automation (traffic jam assist) broadly commercially 
available 

• 2030 
– Major reductions in crash rates 

– V2I public sector deployment:  most dangerous intersections 

– C-ACC and other V2X functions increasing lane capacity 

– Highway Speed Automation available commercially 
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Who will lead?  Who will get in the way? Who will care? 

 

• Collision Avoidance 

– Market driven competitive pressures 

– Government mandates plus NCAP 

• Connectivity 

– Customer expects connectivity and will get it 

– Market driven competitive pressures (EU) 

– Government mandates (USA) 

– Will the public sector do its part for V2I? 

– Will aftermarket / retrofits really happen?  How? 

• Automation 

– Market driven competitive pressures / User Pull 

– Momentum enhanced by government investment 



Thank You 

richardbishop@mindspring.com 

@ThinkingCarsH3B 

 

www.thinkingcars.com 


